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🤖Bots🤖

RU trolls interfered in 2016 U.S. elex & made ad money
#Grifters (projection) 

Twitterbots: The IRA archive reveals a vast, coordinated
propaganda campaign that was incredibly successful at
pushing out & amplifying its divisive (incite conflict)
Right/Left messaging.

🤖Bots2🤖

The core group of main accounts consisted mainly of "fake news" sources

masquerading as regional news outlets or political organizations

The propaganda was "evenly split" in its efforts to aim at the extremes of both sides of

the liberal/conservative political divide.
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🤖Bots3🤖

Federal investigators to examine equipment from 2016 N.C. election amid renewed

fears of Russian hacking

Hackers could not directly alter vote totals by breaching poll books.

But they could create substantial delays or even prevent voters from casting ballots.

🤖Bots4🤖

GOP Paid 2Mto Gerrymandering Expert Behind Census Citizenship Question

Docs reveal that, while Hofeller was concocting his scheme to rig the 2020 census, he

was on the payroll of the Republican National Committee (RNC).

Ex-governor’s phone seized in Flint water probe
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🤖Bots5🤖

Authorities investigating Flint’s water crisis have seized from storage the state-owned

mobile devices of former Gov. Rick Snyder and 66 other current or former officials

#Flint 

Companies See Climate Change Hitting Their Bottom Lines in the Next 5 Years

🤖Bots6🤖

“The numbers that we’re seeing are already huge, but it’s clear that this is just the tip

of the iceberg,” '
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Senators will try to block Trump’s arms sales to Saudi Arabia. 

Pelosi on impeachment: 'Make no mistake: We know exactly what path we’re on

🤖Bots6🤖

North Korean media hints at long-range missile test

Ohio Doctor Charged With 25 Counts of Murder in Opioid Deaths

U.S Army prepares to test hypersonic weapon in 2020

Barr’s vs. Mueller’s Statements about the MR - the differences are stark & dramatic.
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🤖Bots7🤖

Swiss Official Linked to Veselnitskaya Convicted for Russia Trip & accepting gifts

from the Russian authorities

YouTube says it will ban “hateful” and “supremacist” content & remove vids that deny

well-doc’d atrocities, like the Holocaust & the massacre at Sandy Hook.

🤖Bots7🤖

Congress just passed the #DreamAndPromiseAct, a landmark bill to protect 2.5M

Dreamers & other immigrants

Three Members of Notorious International Cybercrime Group “Fin7” in Custody for

Role in Attacking Over 100 U.S. Companies
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🤖Bots8🤖

VR Systems a Florida election software company targeted by Russians in 2016

inadvertently (?) opened a potential pathway for hackers to tamper with voter records

in NC on the eve of the presidential election.

FTC wins right for competition probe at Facebook
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🤖Bots9🤖

LabCorp data breach exposes information of 7.7 million consumers

Draft Charter of Pompeo's "Commission on Unalienable Rights" Hides Anti-Human

Rights Agenda

New York Offers Up Trump's State Tax Returns—But One Lawmaker Stands in the

Way

0:00

🤖Bots10🤖

New SEC rule heightens broker responsibilities to investors

SEC is voting to require brokers to disclose more about conflicts of interest on

investment advice

French finance minister says Renault to bring case against Ghosn over expenses

🤖Bots11🤖

Former State Senator Linda Collins-Smith found dead

Darwin shooting: AU reels from worst rampage killing in decades
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Mar-a-Lago intruder from China may get her wish — to fire attorneys, defend herself

In Sochi, Russia’s seaside playground, Putin’s hand is everywhere

🤖Bots12🤖

Russia Intercepts U.S. Spy Plane in 'Dangerous' Maneuver Off Syrian Coast

U.S. Sixth Fleet says Russian jet's actions were 'irresponsible,' urging Russians 'to

behave within international standards set to prevent incidents'

🤖Bots13🤖

Senate cmte delays action on Trump’s nominee to head the FAA following lawsuit

allegations

Pfizer had clues its blockbuster drug could prevent Alzheimer’s. but claimed clinical

trials would be too costly

📌China's Alibaba to invest $100M in Russian e-commerce JV
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🤖Bots13🤖

Senators will try to block Trump’s arms sales to Saudi Arabia

TripAdvisor adds safety warnings to listings where alleged sexual assaults happened

Oral Roberts University to Pay Over $300,000 for Allegedly Violating Ban on

Incentive Compensation

🤖Bots15🤖

Trump Adm Clamps Down On Travel To Cuba, Bans Cruise Ships
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Catholic Church spent $10 million on lobbyists in fight to stymie priest sex abuse

suits

The money was spent in eight northeastern states where bills to aid victims of clerical

sex abuse were in the works.

🤖Bots16🤖

Cocoa’s child laborers

Mars, Nestlé & Hershey pledged nearly two decades ago to stop using cocoa

harvested by children. Yet much of the chocolate you buy still starts with child labor.

Irish funeral firm rents out four limousines to Trump for $1m - $116,879 per mile

🤖Bots16🤖
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Tens of thousands of people have protested in the Czech capital, Prague, calling for

the resignation of PM Andrej Babis, who is accused of fraudulent use of EU subsidies

Massive crowds at Hong Kong Tiananmen vigil on 30th anniversary

🤖Bots18🤖

Apple and Google App-Store Dominance Gives DOJ Antitrust Fodder

Trump Says ‘Always a Chance’ of War With Iran But Prefers Talks

Fannie-Freddie Revamp Risk for Trump: Higher Mortgage Costs

🤖Bots19🤖

Dinosaur Bones Shimmering With Opal Reveal a New Species in Australia

Ancient Siberia was home to previously unknown humans, say scientists

DNA analysis reveals hardy group genetically distinct from Eurasians and East Asians
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A Side-by-Side Comparison of Barr’s vs. Mueller’s Statements about Special Counsel

Report - 

The differences are stark & dramatic. 

#DisbarBarr

A Side-by-Side Comparison of Barr’s vs. Mueller’s Statements
"Some of the differences involve near complete contradictions—in other words
Mueller’s statement and Barr’s statements cannot both be true."

https://www.justsecurity.org/64441/a-side-by-side-comparison-of-barrs-vs-muellers-stat…

Ex-governor’s phone seized in Flint water probe

Authorities investigating Flint’s water crisis have seized from storage the state-owned

mobile devices of former Gov. Rick Snyder and 66 other current or former officials

📌Correction: Flint Water story

https://www.apnews.com/8fae0d11e68d40ae8a294cd9fd9e2ecf

Twitterbots: Anatomy of a Propaganda Campaign

Internet Research Agency archive reveals a vast, coordinated campaign that was

incredibly successful at pushing out and amplifying its divisive Right/Left messages.

🐴👠

H/T @ericgarland 
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Twitterbots: Anatomy of a Propaganda Campaign
Internet Research Agency archive reveals a vast, coordinated campaign that was
incredibly successful at pushing out and amplifying its messages.

https://www.symantec.com/blogs/threat-intelligence/twitterbots-propaganda-disinforma…

🏵Excellent OBG🏵

11/24/17

Exclusive: Brexit Referendum ‘May Need to Be Redone’

By Louise Mensch

Exclusive: Brexit Referendum 'May Need to Be Redone' -
Exclusive: sources say Russian corruption of Brexit vote far worse than thought;
UK intelligence could recommend a fresh vote

https://patribotics.blog/2017/11/24/exclusive-brexit-referendum-may-need-to-be-redone/

Pelosi on impeachment: 'Make no mistake: We know exactly what path we’re on'

Pelosi on impeachment: 'Make no mistake: We know exactly what path…
Ahead of Tuesday's contempt vote, Speaker Nancy Pelosi says Democrats

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/pelosi-impeachment-make-mistake-path/story?id=635…
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Companies See Climate Change Hitting Their Bottom Lines in the Next 5 Years 

“The numbers that we’re seeing are already huge, but it’s clear that this is just the tip

of the iceberg,” 

Companies See Climate Change Hitting Their Bottom Lines in the Next…
Some of the world's largest companies estimate they face roughly $1 trillion in
climate-related risks, with most of that looming in just the next five years.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/04/climate/companies-climate-change-financial-imp…

The Republican Party’s main political apparatus paid Hofeller more than $2M for his

work. That suggests that Hofeller’s memos weren’t simply independent advocacy, but

that he and his work were deeply embedded in the heart of the GOP’s strategic

operations.

The GOP paid millions to the gerrymandering expert behind the censu…
Tom Hofeller wasn't just an outsider who happened to push a narrative identical to
the Trump administration's.

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/06/gop-paid-millions-to-gerrymandering-ex…

‼ Pelosi tells Dems she wants to see Trump ‘in prison’

She also clashed with Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler, who pressed her

to begin impeachment proceedings.
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Pelosi tells Dems she wants to see Trump ‘in prison’
She also clashed with Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerry Nadler, who pressed
her to begin impeachment proceedings.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/05/pelosi-impeachment-1355435

‼ Resource‼ 

World of influence: A guide to Trump’s foreign business interests

World of influence: A guide to Trump’s foreign business interests
Two years into his presidency, Donald Trump continues to make money from
properties and licensing deals in nearly two dozen countries around the world.

https://www.opensecrets.org/news/2019/06/trump-foreign-business-interests/

U.S Army prepares to test hypersonic weapon in 2020

U.S Army prepares to test hypersonic weapon in 2020
Officials said they plan to field the hypersonic weapon by 2023, and that they also
expect to field the first combat vehicles with lasers on them in 2022.

https://www.upi.com/Defense-News/2019/06/05/US-Army-prepares-to-test-hypersonic-…

EXCLUSIVE: Draft Charter of Pompeo's "Commission on Unalienable Rights" Hides

Anti-Human Rights Agenda 
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EXCLUSIVE: Draft Charter of Pompeo's "Commission on Unalienable …
If the Commission follows the ideological roots of "natural law" theory, it risks not
only legitimizing but strengthening attacks on LGBTQ communities and
reproductive rights globally.

https://www.justsecurity.org/64430/exclusive-draft-charter-of-pompeos-commission-on-…

Documents unearthed by Popular Information also reveal that, while Hofeller was

concocting his scheme to rig the census, he was on the payroll of the Republican

National Committee (RNC).

Permanently rigging the game
In the next few weeks, the Supreme Court will issue a decision that could reshape
American politics for decades. At issue is whether the court will allow the Trump
administration to add a citizenship…

https://popular.info/p/permanently-rigging-the-game

🏵Excellent Thread🏵

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Wooo boy. That @MorganRadford interview w/ truckers on 
Trump’s policies is just 1 example of how assumed Trump fealty 
by ALL who voted for him in 2016 is just that. Assumed.
We’re told everyday that the average voter is too busy w/ their 
life to pay attention to this admin... /1

675 3:06 PM - Jun 5, 2019

355 people are talking about this

FTC wins right for competition probe at Facebook

FTC wins right for competition probe at Facebook: WSJ
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The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has secured the right to examine how
Facebook Inc's practices affect its digital competition, the Wall Street Journal
reported on Monday.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-ftc-idUSKCN1T423Q

Senators will try to block Trump’s arms sales to Saudi Arabia

Senators will try to block Trump’s arms sales to Saudi Arabia
“Now is not the time to do business as usual with Saudi Arabia,” said Lindsey
Graham.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/05/senators-block-arms-sale-saudi-arabia-1353…

Federal investigators to examine equipment from 2016 N.C. election amid renewed

fears of Russian hacking

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/federal-investigators-to-examine-equip…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶

Contempt of Congress Barr & Ross your seat is ready... UPDATED – Mad Dog PAC

Contempt of Congress Barr & Ross your seat is ready...UPDATED
Updated 6/5/2019 5:49PM EST - scheduling order on Show Cause and House
OverSight announcement. See bottom of entry  Updated 6/4/2019 11:58PM EST -
See bottom of entry of this entry.      Attorney Gen…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/contempt-of-congress-barr-ross-your-seat-is-r…

New York Offers Up Trump's State Tax Returns—But One Lawmaker Stands in the
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Way

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-05/trump-tax-fight-sows-

discord-between-wary-and-warlike-democrats

Mar-a-Lago intruder from China may get her wish — to fire attorneys, defend herself

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article231167988.html

Australian police raid public broadcaster over coffee and sandwiches

#NatSecIssue

Australian police raid public broadcaster over coffee and sandwiches
Yesterday, Australia’s federal police raided the home of Annika Smethurst, a
journalist and editor with several titles owned by News Corp. Officers stayed for
more than seven hours; they also had a w…

https://www.cjr.org/the_media_today/australia_abc_news_raid.php

Pfizer had clues its blockbuster drug could prevent Alzheimer’s. but claimed clinical

trials would be too costly

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/pfizer-had-clues-its-blockbuster-d…

Russian trolls who interfered in 2016 U.S. election also made ad money, report says

Some accounts were set up months in advance. And some trolls used fake accounts to

make money, researchers found, with one perhaps generating $1 million.

Report: Russian 2016 troll campaign was well planned, made money
A new analysis of 10 million tweets by cybersecurity firm Symantec shows Russia's
interference campaign was better planned and executed than previously known.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/russian-trolls-who-interfered-2016-…
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Cocoa’s child laborers

Mars, Nestlé and Hershey pledged nearly two decades ago to stop using cocoa

harvested by children. Yet much of the chocolate you buy still starts with child labor.

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/business/hershey-nestle-mars-chocol…

Tens of thousands of people have protested in the Czech capital, Prague, calling for

the resignation of Prime Minister Andrej Babis, who is accused of fraudulent use of

EU subsidies.

Czech protest 'biggest since end of communism'
Tens of thousands of protesters in Prague call for the resignation of Prime Minister
Andrej Babis.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48510029

A gem hunter accidentally discovered a new dinosaur species

A gem hunter accidentally discovered a new dinosaur species
Gem hunters and paleontologists have a lot in common. Both spend a lot of time
sifting through dirt and rock in the hopes of finding things that have been hidden for
countless years and every so ofte…

https://bgr.com/2019/06/04/new-dinosaur-found-australia-foster/

Ancient Siberia was home to previously unknown humans, say scientists
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DNA analysis reveals hardy group genetically distinct from Eurasians and East Asians

Ancient Siberia was home to previously unknown humans, say scienti…
DNA analysis reveals hardy group genetically distinct from Eurasians and East
Asians

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2019/jun/05/ancient-siberia-was-home-to-previo…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Larry the Cat
@Number10cat

The 75th anniversary of D-Day reminds us that US, British, 
Canadian, Australian, Belgian, Czech, Dutch, French, Greek, 
New Zealand, Norwegian, Zimbabwean and Polish troops 
overcame one of the greatest evils the world has known; 
together.
We thank them, always. #DDay75
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2,499 people are talking about this
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Devin Johnson
@_11Remember_

Y'all , watch this baby have a full damn convo with his daddy 

2.4M 1:49 AM - Jun 5, 2019

751K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿
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@chunkled

Replying to @chunkled

(#MuellerReport,  Vol. II, p. 78)#AnimatedMuellerReport
254 1:29 PM - Jun 5, 2019

154 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿

Dinosaur Bones Shimmering With Opal Reveal a New Species in Australia

Dinosaur Bones Shimmering With Opal Reveal a New Species in Austr…
A discovery in an Australian opal mine remained unexamined for three decades—it
turned out to be the most complete opalized dinosaur skeleton in the world
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The Royal Family
@RoyalFamily

"It is with humility and pleasure, on behalf of the entire country – 
indeed the whole free world – that I say to you all, thank you," 
Her Majesty The Queen at the #DDay75 Commemorative event 
in Portsmouth today. 
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(#MuellerReport,  Vol. II, pp. 115-116)#AnimatedMuellerReport
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Mark Hamill
@HamillHimself

"Come play with us..."
33.2K 6:00 PM - Jun 5, 2019
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🌳Breathe🌳

Notice the news drops re massive RU propaganda efforts together with RU hacking

plus GOP attempt to gerrymander the census funded by the RNC ... we are getting

closer to proving how GOP/Trump campaign engaged in elex fraud.

Chin up, Indictments will fall. When?
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